In this project shared memory architecture is designed with 16-core processors, which 
INTRODUCTION
POWER budgets of embedded processors are bearing higher pressure than before, driven by the massive employment of mobile computing devices, the advancement of applications in communication and multimedia systems even exacerbates the situation. Fortunately Chip Microprocessor emerge as a promising solution and many efforts are taken to increase the parallelism and optimize memory hierarchy still enhancing Performance. However even Managing to rebalance performance and power, multicore architecture still introduces new challenges on inter-core communications, which soon becomes the key for further performance improvement.
Especially, the efficiency of inter-core communications has direct impact on the performance and power metrics of embedded processors. When a certain applications is mapped on a multicore system, if is usually pipelined and the throughput depends on both computing capability and communication efficiency between cores. Although there are various performance -enhanced technologies, such as super-scalar and Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) etc. mature solution for inter-core communications are still in absence temporarily. Hence, the next stage research should focus on improving the efficiency of inter core communications.
In the history of microprocessor, shared-memory communication is the most often used mechanism due to its simple programming model. However, it fails to provide sufficient scalability to cater to the increasing core numbers. Therefore, multicore processor designers turns to the message passing communication mechanism, which shows more scalability and potential to be employed in the nextgeneration embedded multicore processor.
In this paper, we attempt to summarize the key features of the shared-memory and message passing communication. We show that different inter-core communication methods match with different scenarios, which implies that we could obtain a higher performance and power efficiency by integrating both inter-core communication mechanisms.
We propose a 16-core processor adopting hybrid inter-core communication schemes with both shared-memory and message passing inter core communication. A 2D Mesh Network-on-Chip (NoC) is adopted to support messagecommunication Meanwhile, a cluster-based memory hierarchy including shared memory enables shared-memory communications.
We also propose a hardware-aided mailbox inter-core synchronization method to support inter-core communication, and new memory hierarchy to achieve higher energy efficiency. A prototype 16-core processor chip has been fabricated in TSMC 65nm Low Power(LP) CMOS process and shows full functions. This paper is organized as below. Section II describes the key features of the 16-Core processor, III overview on related work. Section III details its design and implementation. Section IV presents the measured result with the fabricated chip. Section V concludes the paper.
MOTIVATION AND KEY FEATURES
The primary motivation of our work is to improve the performance and power efficiency of embedded multicore processor while still maintaining flexibility, in other words, to reduce the efficiency gap between multicore processor and ASICs as shown in fig1. Several key features are implemented which are detailed in the following subsections. 
RELATED WORK

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The disadvantages of conventional approach are that if consumes more power, the design utilizes more number of gates, uses four clock cycle and requires one clock per request for each processor, it requires memory arbiter to communicate with all the processor, separate logic circuit as to be designed and for each processor having dedicated memory.
To overcome these disadvantages shared memory architecture for quad core processor is designed with less number of gates. The system consumes less power and latency is also less. Architecture of shared memory quad core processor
Shared Memory
In this approach the shared memory, as the memory has 16 ports. Any processor can write/read from the memory at the same time (assuming that there are no collisions). However, write address collisions are handled by priority method. Memory   Fig 3. 1: Basic structure of a centralized shared-memory multiprocessor Shared-memory machines usually support the caching of both shared and private data. Private data are used by a single processor, while shared data are used by multiple processors which provide communication among the processors through reads and writes of the shared data. When a private item is cached, its location is migrated to the cache, reducing the average access time as well as the memory bandwidth required. Since no other processor uses the data, the program behavior is identical to that in a uniprocessor.
The shared memory consists:
 DATA input  DATA output  ADDRESS  READ/
Design Of Shared
When shared data are cached; the shared value may be replicated in multiple caches. In addition to the reduction in access latency and required memory bandwidth, this replication also provides a reduction in contention that may exist for shared data items that are being read by multiple processors simultaneously.
Basic structure of a centralized shared-memory multiprocessor is shown in figure 3.1. Multiple processorcache subsystems share the same physical memory, typically connected by one or more buses or a switch. The key architectural property is the uniform access time to all of memory from all the processors.
Design of Processor
Unpipelined implementation is not the most economical or the highest-performance implementation. Instead, it is designed to lead naturally to a pipelined implementation. The number of dependent steps varies with the machine architecture. A non-pipelined processor executes only a single instruction at a time. 
Specification of Processor
PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE:
The processor has 16 processor cores and 2 memory cores. Message-passing communications are supported by the 3x6 2D Mesh NOC, and shared-memory communications are supported by shared memory units in the memory cores.
The proposed cluster-based memory hierarchy makes the processor well-suited for most embedded applications. The processor chip has a total 256 KB on-chip memory, while each processor core has an 8 KB instruction memory and a 4 KB private data memory, and each memory core has a 32 KB shared memory. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
CONCLUSION
A 16-core processor for embedded applications with hybrid inter-core communications is proposed in this paper. 1092 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS-I: REGULAR PAPERS, VOL. 61, NO. 4, APRIL 2014. The processor has 16 processor cores and 2 memory cores. Message-passing communications are supported by the 3 x 6 2D Mesh NoC, and shared-memory communications are supported by shared memory units in the memory cores. The proposed cluster-based memory hierarchy makes the processor well-suited for most embedded applications. The processor chip has a total 256 KB on-chip memory, while each processor core has an 8 KB instruction memory and a 4 KB private data memory, and each memory core has a 32 KB shared memory. The processor is fabricated in TSMC 65 nm LP CMOS with the chip area of 9.1mm 2 , while each core occupies 0.43mm 2 . Typically, the frequency of each processor core is 750 MHz at 1.2 V while dissipating 34 mW, with an energy efficiency of 45 pJ/Op for 32-bit operation and 22 pJ/Op for 16-bit operation.
